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AYRSHIRE SwageBeamTM - The Multi-Purpose Beam

Many of our customers have adopted SwageBeam to meet their own requirements and 
those of their customers. Applications are as diverse as the product itself.

Various options are available to those wishing 
to build storage platforms and mezzanine 
floors. SwageBeam floor beams can be used 
throughout as in the case of our Slimline ‘220’ 
and Slimline ‘300’ systems or alternatively with 
heavy hot rolled main beams. A comprehensive 
range of accessories completes the package.

SwageBeam can be found in many of today’s 
lightweight modular buildings. We have worked 
closely with prefabricated building companies to 
develop robust and cost effective designs for both 
cabins and modules. With such a diverse range of sizes 
available, we have beams to suit most requirements.

Our system is a fast and economic method of creating single and multiple span buildings. 
SwageBeam is used throughout in conjunction with specially designed eaves and ridge 
brackets to create a lightweight high performance structure. A total package from
design through to completion is available.

Prefabricated Modular Buildings

SwageBeam Portal Framed Building System: 

Mezzanine Floors

Other Applications Include

High Division Walls

Blast Walls

Fire Walls

Heavy Duty Stud Walls

Sports Walls

Long Spanning Ceiling Support Beams

Individual Structures

Safety Barriers

Mobile Home Chassis

SwageBeamTM Building

 A Mezzanine Floor
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AYRSHIRE The SwageBeamTM Range

Available Thickness (mm)

Depth (mm) 1.2 1.5 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.4 2.5 2.7 3.0 3.2
220       

250     

300       

SwageBeam secondary 
beam bolted to hot 
rolled beam using 
standard end cleats

Hot rolled 
primary universal 

beam section 
(not supplied by Ayrshire)

Box Column
(not supplied by Ayrshire)

Galvanised 
300mm deep 
back to back 
SwageBeam 

primary beam.

CTB300 Column Bracket

Box Column
(not supplied by Ayrshire)

Galvanised 220mm deep 
SwageBeam secondary 
beams erected as shown. 
Centres to suit flooring 
loading etc.

End Cleat

Typical SwageBeam Section


